PART TWO
CONSIDERED OBSOLETE AT THE START
OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR,
THE SM.79 SOON FOUND
ITSELF AS ITALY’S BEST
TORPEDO BOMBER
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he torpedo-armed SM.79s were able, in ideal conditions, to hit targets some 3.1-mi distant but with the
torpedo hung under the aircraft, it was more difficult
to fly. The Sparviero started its career as a torpedobomber (Aerosilurante in Italian) on 25 July 1940 when a new
unit was established after several years of experiments.
Capitano Amedeo Mololi led the Reparto Sperimentale
Aerosiluranti (Special Aerotorpedoes Unit) and the first 50
torpedoes from the Whitehead Torpedo Works were delivered, on 10 August 1940 the first SM.79 landed at T5 airfield,
near Tobruk. The Italians had not come up with specific
delivery tactics nor had they created a specific aiming system,
despite the fact that Italian experiments in delivering torpedoes by air went all the way back to 1914, some 26-years earlier. This did not slow the Italians down and a mission was
quickly planned to attack British shipping at Alexandria.
Five modified SM.79s took off for their first combat mission on 15 August 1940 from the airfield at El Adem. Some
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of the pilots on this mission would
go on to become “shipping aces.” The mission was
flown at 5000-ft and after a flight of 2-hrs, they arrived over
Alexandria, descended, and began attacking shipping. Each
Whitehead 450mm torpedo was 17.9-ft long, weighed in at
around 1930-lbs and had an explosive charge of 374.5-lbs. In
order to carry out this mission, concessions had to be made.
To get the required range, two of the fuel tanks were left
empty to reduce weight. Items that were not of use for the
mission were removed. The lower weight gave an endurance
of 5-hrs for a mission planned at lasting 4.33-hrs.
Of the five machines that took off, just two returned and
both of these were damaged by anti-aircraft fire. The other
three tri-motors had attacked after the first two made their
runs. By this point, the British were firing every gun they
had and some low clouds had moved in that hampered visibility. The three turned away from the targets still carrying
their torpedoes. With the extra drag and the extended time
over target, all three began to run out of fuel and jettisoned
their torpedoes, which exploded in the desert. The aircraft
then force landed in the desert. One machine came down on
Egyptian territory and they set their aircraft on fire, which

alerted the British who then captured the crew. The other
two crews were rescued by Italian forces.
The attack, although unsuccessful, marked the SM.79’s combat debut as a torpedo-bomber. The loss of even one aircraft and
aircrew was a serious blow because of the limited assets and the
unit was renamed 278 Squadriglia Autonoma Aerosiluranti — the
unit’s emblem being four cats (two white, two black)
and its motto was Pauci sed semper immites (few but
always aggressive). The “Four Cats” emblem was the
idea of Capitano Massimiliano Eras, the unit’s
new CO. Quattro Gatti (four cats) was
also Italian
slang

for
very few
people.
This was not a good start
but many more missions quickly followed and from September 1940, the unit began carrying out many anti-shipping strikes. On 17 September, following an unsuccessful daylight attack, two
SM.79 crews took off at night to find British
shipping. One torpedo hit HMS
Kent, damaging the heavy cruiser
to an extent that it would be out of
action for a year. After almost a month of
attacks, this was the first success.
A British officer aboard Kent recalled, “We

were then firing hard at aircraft, and I remember distinctly
thinking that we’d got a direct hit on one, but it may have been
only a shell bursting. Then we had a low torpedo-bomber attack
on our starboard beam. I saw the splashes, enormous ones, as the
torpedoes were dropped. Shortly afterwards there was a tremendous blast.”

Sub-Lieutenant George Blundell continues, “The whole ship reeled, then suddenly went
dead, and we could feel on the bridge as if her tail had dropped —
a sort of bending, dragging feeling. The ship would not steer. We
were then machine-gunned by aircraft that came in from ahead. I
didn’t realize what it was at first, except that there were loud
cracks, just like one hears when standing in rifle butts, while red
worms seemed to fly all around us. At first, I though they were
sparks from the funnel. It was too fascinating to be in the least
frightening, but when I realized they were bullets [tracers], I knelt
down to present a smaller target.”
On 14 October, the SM.79s set out against a British ship forma-

If the SM.79 was damaged in battle and the gear
could not be lowered, a skillful pilot could bring
the tri-motor in for a belly landing with
minimal damage.
Another Italian tri-motor that joined the SM.79
in combat was the CANT Z-1007 Alcion, a
bombed-up example of which is seen taxiing out
from an airfield on Sicily for a raid against Malta.
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